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                          There is a certain internal currency that all land-based and online casinos use. Everyone knows about it. Even if you don't gamble, you've probably seen or held gambling chips.Today we will tell you about the history of their origin and discuss the different denominations and colors of chips, as well as tell you about an interesting offer from beyondthebasicsschoolofcosmetology.com $150 free chip casinos.

The value of the playing chips is determined by the unspoken rules of the casino. Keep in mind that in online versions of casino games, such as online poker, the denomination may differ from the typical and vary in amount.

Chips have a long history with many changes. The first legal casino was opened in Venice. It is still open and operating successfully. It is called Casino di Venezia and is the oldest gambling house in the world. But there were no chips back then. Chips came almost two centuries later.

Today, every casino has its own chips, which replace cash. As we mentioned in the article about casino etiquette, the exchange takes place at the casino cashier, at the dealer's table or at a specialized exchange office.

A certain chip equates to a certain amount of money in the appropriate currency. In most cases, they have value only in their casino. Only some establishments in Las Vegas accept "foreign" chips.

                          History of the origins of chips

In the 18th and 19th centuries, gamblers used various valuable objects for betting. They used coins, small gold bars, nuggets and even gold sand or other valuable objects.

Later, peculiar analogues of modern chips. They were made of clay or ivory, precious wood and even cardboard. As for the shape and color, they were very diverse. In gambling houses round, square or rectangular objects of small size. The denomination on them was indicated not by numbers, but by a certain ornament or pattern. The production of chips at that time was not on stream and did not have strict standards.

There was a time when the chips became very popular among the aristocracy. People used tokens made to order from precious metals. These tokens were engraved and inlaid with diamonds, pearls, rubies, and other precious and semi-precious stones. They were very expensive, which also tempted cheaters- shady gamblers learned how to fake these chips and skillfully substitute the originals in the heat of the game.

In the early 1900s, companies began to produce playing counters to a certain standard. They were made of clay and other materials that made them more durable. But there were still too many variations - more than a thousand. Manufacturers used small metal inserts or elaborate images to protect their products. But already at this time the main colors began to strengthen their positions - the chips became predominantly red, blue, white and yellow.

In the seventies of the 19th century plastic was invented. It was a new, convenient material that was easy to use. A decade and a half later, this material began to be used to make chips. It should be noted that to this day, manufacturers keep secret the proportions and special ingredients that make up the chips. This makes them difficult to counterfeit.

                          Why casinos need chips

Casino game chips are the same as real money. That's why it's so valuable to get them as a gift, like $150 free chip casinos.You can use them to buy things at the casino. When guests from China, India and Russia are sitting at the same table in Nevada, it would be inconvenient for everyone if they had to exchange money at different rates in order to make a bet.

Chips also turn into money equal to your winnings. Chips are easy for everyone to understand because of their traditional colors and denominations. There are several reasons why casinos should use chips.

Chips are an important part of gambling. Almost everyone thinks of chips and casinos when they hear the word "chip". Chips are more convenient than cash because they don't tear or wear out, and they are a universal currency that everyone understands. They are also harder to counterfeit or steal. Outside the casino, the chips are useless. Their standard size and shape make them easy to control and count, both at the table and in stacks. An experienced dealer can count them almost by eye.

Since the weight of each chip is fixed, such as in poker, you can tell how much money is in a large stack by its weight. Most casinos use special chip trays for this purpose.

Another useful function of game chips is that it is very convenient to use them to control the size of the payouts. And the security of the institution, and the dealer, and the player is very convenient to check and recalculate the chips with the denomination indicated on them.

In addition, it is believed that it is easier for a person, especially a gambler, to part with chips, but not with real money, making large bets during the game.

                          Denomination or value

How much are casino chips worth? In simple terms, this means how much money each chip is worth. Players do not bet with regular currency such as dollars/yuan/euros/tenge, but with casino chips, which have their value indicated on them.

The usual denominations of chips are whole numbers - one, five, ten, one hundred and so on. However, sometimes the casino has special chips with different denominations that can be used for different games.

Almost every game needs chips of a certain denomination. For example, for Russian poker, use chips in denominations of 10, 20 and 50. For stadium poker and hold'em poker chips are used in denominations of 1, 5, 25, 100, 500 and 1000. In cash poker, that is poker, where people play with cash, expensive chips are not used so often.

Now let's move on to colors. Here, in fact, there is no single standard mandatory for all casinos. A gambling establishment has every right to change the familiar designation. But certain traditions do exist, let's see how it usually looks:

White chip - white chip - face value 1 (one)

Red chip - the red chip is the face value of 5 (five)

Blue chip is a blue chip and is a ten (10) denomination

Green chip - value 25 (twenty five)

Black chip - black chip - face value 100 (one hundred)

Magenta chip - magenta or purple chip - face value 500 (five hundred)

There are different types of chips, some are more common and others are more expensive. More expensive chips correspond to the following denominations - orange chip - orange or yellow - 1000 (one thousand), pink chip - pink - 5 000 (five thousand), gray chip - light gray or blue - 10 000 (ten thousand). Earlier in the article we mentioned that there are chips with additional or intermediate denominations, so to speak, so they can be $0.5, two, $2.5 and $20.

There are four colors of chips that are used in gambling, and they increase in value exponentially. They are black, blue, red and green. Some gambling houses use different colors to indicate different betting limits at the table.

For example, in sports poker, the betting starts with a chip worth 25, which is colored green. The most expensive poker chip in the world was made by a talented jeweler from rose gold and diamonds. The master worked on it for two and a half years at the request of one of the casinos, and his creation was worth $450,000. This masterpiece is included in the Guinness Book of Records.

                          Protecting chips by a gambling house

Casinos use different ways to protect their chips. For example, each casino has its own set of original chips, which have a certain combination of colors on the face or edges of the chips, as well as ultraviolet markings corresponding to that institution. Online clubs give their customers virtual bonuses - like $150 free chip casinos.

They also use high-tech ways to distinguish and protect their chips, such as radio frequency markers.

If you buy chips from one casino, such as Lucky Joe's, they will cost the same as that casino. But if you try to use them at another casino, the other casino may not accept them. This is because each casino has its own set of rules. The exception is some casinos in the U.S. state of Nevada.

With today's level of security inside the establishment, it is unlikely that anyone will manage to steal or tamper with the real chips. But even if it happens, each gambling house has an extra supply of their chips with different markings. And at any moment the house can replace all the chips on the table.

The history of gambling is rich and changeable, and so is people's luck. Some people win a lot of money. Other people try to outsmart the casino or play adventurous games. Still, others prefer online gambling. But what makes a gambling house is its chips. From these chips add up the players' wins and losses, their faith in luck, and their attraction to gambling.

                          Chips as a no deposit bonus in online casinos

Online casinos offer their players many different bonuses and chips, for example $150 free chip casinos. By playing at an online casino, you can gain access to a large number of different games, as well as have the opportunity to win large amounts of money. Chips are one of those bonuses.

Some casinos give out no deposit bonuses as part of their loyalty program. This is done to attract new players. According to experts, no deposit bonuses are the most frequently advertised bonuses for new players. It allows them to try out casino games without risking money. However, some players are concerned about having to make a second deposit right after registering. They believe that playing casino games with virtual money is not fun.

To get a no deposit bonus, you need to register at a virtual casino and provide your contact information. This includes your cell phone number and email address. If you don't want to provide the casino with your contact information, you won't get the bonus. The casino also has the right to use your contact information for marketing purposes. You give the casino permission to send you marketing messages via SMS or email.

There are several types of no deposit bonuses:

Welcome bonuses - you get money in your bonus account or free spins.

Gift bonuses - for holidays, birthdays, New Year's Day, International Women's Day (March 8) and other significant dates. In order to receive the prize, you will need to contact the support team of the virtual casino, enter a promotional code and accept the bonus in your personal cabinet. 

Gifts may require wagering, but sometimes given without it. 

There are also ways to get a higher level in the loyalty program, as well as VIP-status.

One way is to invite a friend to the virtual casino.


There is a difference between playing in demo mode and playing with a no deposit bonus. When you play a game with a no deposit bonus, you have a chance to win money and take it out of the casino. When you play in demo mode, there is no such chance. There is no most important feeling for a player - a sense of excitement.

No deposit bonuses have both advantages and disadvantages. On the one hand, you don't have to risk your own money, but on the other hand, you may have to wager much more than the bonus amount before you can withdraw your winnings. In addition, the amounts given as no deposit bonuses are usually quite small - usually around 1,000-2,000 rubles. And even if you manage to win a lot of money using the no deposit bonus, you will most likely be able to withdraw only a small part of it. Usually, the amount you can win back is equal to the amount of the no deposit bonus. There is no guarantee that you will be able to wager and withdraw at least part of the bonus.

There are rules for each special offer at a virtual casino. If you are an honest player, it is not difficult to follow these rules. The most important ones are that you must be of legal age, have only one account in the same virtual casino, and sometimes you have to make a deposit before withdrawal. There may also be a list of games where bonus money cannot be used.

Making a deposit before withdrawing winnings is necessary so that the casino can verify that it is a real person playing with a real e-wallet or bank card. These rules are related to the prevention of fraud and money laundering.

In most cases, before you can withdraw your no deposit bonus $150 free chip casinos, you have to meet some conditions. Usually this condition is that you must wager a certain amount of money. So, for example, if the no deposit bonus is $100 and the condition is x10, you must wager at least $1000 before you can withdraw your winnings. Sometimes there are restrictions on how much money you can wager or which games you can wager the bonus money on.
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